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Don't Forget
You don't need to study all of the content in Units 1B, 1C and 2C
— some of the themes are optional. See page 1 for more details.

Getting Started

1

Structure of the Course
'Know thy enemy', 'forewarned is forearmed'... There are many boring quotes that just mean bgln^
prepared is a good thing. Don't stumble blindly into a GCSE course — find out what you're facing.

you'll have to do Three Exams^J

^11111 II 11111 II I lllll 111111111111 III II III I 1^

E See pages 164-175 for more on geographical skills -
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GCSE Geography's divided into four units — Unit 1: Living with the Physical Environment, Unit 2: Challenges
jnjhejd-uman Environment Unit 3: Geographical Applications and Unit 4: Geographical Skills.
You'll have to do three exams — one on each of units 1,, 2 and 3. Unit 4 is assessed in aiLthree exams.

AN. your exams will take place at the end of the course.
Unit 1: Physical Environment

Unit 2: Human Environment

Unit 1 is divided into three sections (A, B and C) and

Unit 2 is divided into three sections (A, B and C).

twelve themes. You don't have to study all of the
themes in Sections B and C.

Section C is split into four themes. You don't have
to study a[l of the themes in Section C.

Section A: The Chailenge of Natural Hazards

Section A: Urban Issues and Challenges

Natural Hazards

Sectjo_nB: The Chaneing Economic World

Tectonic Hazards

Section C: The Challenge of Resource Management
Resource Management

Weather Hazards

Climate Change

^1111111 II I II (I II 1111 I Iff/^

Section B: The Living World ^ Ifyoure not sure which of ^
^ the optional themes to revise, ~L
Ecosystems
check with your teacher.

EITHER Food OR Water OR Energy
Here's how Paper 2 is structured:
1 hour 30 88 marks
in total
minutes

/'l 11 11(1 I IlllllfllI lllll

Tropical Rainforests

EITHER Hot Deserts OR Cold Environments

35% of your
final mark

Section C: Physical Landscapes in the UK
UK Physical Landscapes

TWO FROM Coastal Landscapes, River
Landscapes OR Glacial Landscapes in the UK
Here's how Paper 1 is structured:
1 hour 30 88 marks
minutes

in total

35% of your
final mark

This book follows the same structure as the course.

For example:
Unit 1 B — Hot Deserts covers everything in:
Unit 1: Living with the Physical Environment,
•
Section B: The Living World,
Theme: Hot Deserts.

Unit 3: Geographical Applications
There isn't any new content for you to learn in Unit 3,
it's all about applying what you already know.

You have to answer all the questions in this exam.
Here's how Paper 3 is structured:

It's divided into two sections:

Section A: issue Evaluation

You'll get some material 12 weeks before the exam.
You have to analyse and interpret it, then
answer questions in the exam on a related issue.
Section B: Fieldwork

1 hour 15 76 marks
minutes

in total

30% of your
final mark

^\l^'l 1^'lllfl 111 (I II )/^

^ There's more information =

In the exam, you'll have to write about general fieldwork techniques, ^ n^, 1^ 1^°" =
as well as geographical enquiries (i.e. fieldwork) that you have done yourself, ^i 1111 iii i; i, i, 111111^

Be clear on what you've got to do in your exams
It's worthwhile knowing all of this stuff so nothing comes as a shock to you. It also stops you from being the person
who tried to answer every single question in the exam — there's a fine line between bravery and self-sabotage...
Getting Started
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Natural Hazards
You often see natural hazards on the news — but that's not an excuse to watch telly instead of revising.

A Neural Razard is a Threat to People or Property
1) A natural hazard is a natural process which could cause death, injury
or disruption to humans, or destroy property and possessions.
2) A natural disast_er is a natural hazard that has actually happened.
3) Extreme events which do not pose any threat to human activity are
not counted as hazards (e.g. a drought in an uninhabited desert or an

•s

^

f.^^
'^£S9:

avalanche, in Antarctica).

••

^ere are Two Main Types of Natural Hazard
Most natural hazards can be divided up into two main categories:
Geological Hazards

Geological hazards are caused by land
and tectonic (see next page) processes.
Examples of geological hazards include j
volcanoes and earthquakes (see p.3-8), j
landslides and avalanches.

Meteorological Hazards

Meteorological hazards are
caused by weather and cHmate.
Examples of meteorological hazards I
!
include tropical storms (p.11 -15),
other extreme weather (p. 16-17)
including heatwaves and cold spells,
and climate change (p.20-24).

;?
».

.....<
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afferent Factors Affect the Hazard Risk from Natural Hazards
Hazard risk is the probability (chance) that a natural hazard occurs.
There are several factors affecting hazard risk:
Vulnerability

1) The more people that are in areas exposed
to natural hazards, the greater the probability
they will be affected by a natural hazard
— so the hazard risk is higher.

2) For example, an area with high population
density on a flood plain (like Bangladesh) is very
vulnerable to flooding caused by extreme weather,
and a city at the base of a voicano (like Naples,
Italy) is very vulnerable to volcanic eruptions.

Capacity To Cope
1) Natural hazards have to affect human
activities to count as a hazard. The

I
?

better a population can cope with an
extreme event, the lower the threat.

I

2) For example, higher income countries
(Hl£s) are better able to cope with
flooding because they can affcxd to
build flood defences, evacuate people in
a disaster and repair damage afterwards.

Nature of Natural Hazards

1) Type — the hazard risk from some hazards is greater than others.

E.g. tropical storms can be predicted and monitored, giving people time to eyacyate_to_safety.
But earthquakes happen very suddenly, with no warning, so it's much harder to protect people.
2) Freguency — some natural hazards occur more often than others, mcieasmg the hazarcLnsk.
3) Magnitude — more severe natural hazards cause greater effects than less severe natural hazards.
E.g. a magnitude 9.0 earthquake struck Japan in 2011 and killed over 15 OOP people.
When a .6.3 magnitude earthquake struck L'Aquila, Italy, around 3QO_peQpie_died (see p.7).

Natural hazards are extreme events that pose a threat to people
If you can get your head around the definitions on this page it will set you up well for the rest of the topic.
Remember, not all hazards were created equal — the risk from natural hazards is affected by a range of factors.
Unit 1A — Natural Hazards
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Unit 1A — Tectonic Hazards
li

Tectonic Plates

•.»'.•1:-

y

m

vs

The Earth's surface is made of huge floating plates that are constantly moving...

The Earth's Surface is Separated into Tectonic Plates'

Crust

D The core of the Earth is a ball of solid (inner) and liquid (outer) iron and nickel.
2) Around the core is the mantle, which is semi-molten rock

Outer

that moves very slowly.

core

3) The outer layer of the Earth is the crust.
4) The crust is divided into slabs called tectonic plates (they float on the mantle).

Inner
core

Plates are made of two types of crust — continental and oceanic:
Mantle

Continental crust is thicker
(30-50 km) and less dense.

^

Oceanic crust is thinner
(5-10 km) and more dense.

^

v

%>

5) The plates are moving because of convection

Plate
margins
/

a

currents in the mantle underneath the crust.
E.

\

».

^

y

6) The places where plates meet are called
plate margins or plate boundaries.

-»•

^5

direction of

v

plate movement

There are Three Types of Plate
Destructive Margins

Continental

plate

Destructive margins are where two plates are moving towards

t

each other, e.g. along the west coast of South America.
Where an oceanic plate meets a continental plate, the denser
oceanic plate is forced down into the mantle and destroyed.
This often creates volcanoes and ocean trenches (very deep
sections of the ocean floor where the oceanic plate goes down).
Where two continentat plates meet, the plates collide, and the
ground is folded and forced upwards to create mountain ranges.

Volcano
^

Ocean
trench

Oceanic

plate

I

Constructive Margins

margins are where two plates are moving
^^y Constructive
away from each other, e.g. at the mid-Atlantic ridge. |

Plate

Plate

4-=?

"^

Maema (molten rock) rises from the mantle to fill the

gap and cools, creating new crust.

Magma rises

Plates moving
sideways past
each other

Conservative Margins
Conservative margins are where two plates are moving

(

sideways past each other, or are moving in the same
direction but at different speeds, e.g. along the west
coast of the USA. Crust isn't created or destroyed.

Sl*

m
;t

3V^//7C

SLOV^7//7QUIC
,.«i%ifei

Plates moving in
the same direction

at different speeds

Earth's structure = core, then mantle, then crust on the outside
Make sure you understand the Earth's structure and what tectonic plates are. Practise sketching and
labelling the diagrams at the bottom of the page to learn the types of margin too.
Unit 1A— Tectonic Hazards
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Volcanoes and Earthquakes
Where plates meet, volcanoes and earthquakes can occur.
"a^;* - ,

are Found at Destructive and Constructive Plate Margins
1) At destructive _plate margins the oceamc_plate goes under the mntLQentaL&late because it's m.orejense.
The oceanic plate moves down into the

mantle, where it's melted and destroyed. ^••S^^^^^Tr~? v_ fjSr~i~^~~~^~~?' I KE^

A pool of magma forms. | ^ % ^^>y"^ (^^ ^ Volcanoes
°&

^

The magma rises through cracks in the

1':

The magma erupts onto the surface
(where it's called lava) forming a yoh
2) At constructive margins the magma rises
into the gap created by the plates moving
apart, forming a volcano.

^

'\} .3

/ Destructive

?4
^

V^r

crust called vents.

plate margin

^^.

Constructive

plate margin

^
y-^,
y

^

3) Some volcanoes also form over parts of the mantle that are reailyjiot (called h^tepots), e.g. in Hawaii.
4) When a volcano erupts, it emits Java and gases. Some volcanoes emit lots of ash, which can coyerjand,
block out the sun and form pyrocia.stic flows (super-heated currents of gas, ash and rock).

Earthquakes Occur at All Three Types of Plate Mareii
1) Earthquakes are caused by the tension that builds up at ail three types of glatejiiargin:
Destructive margins — tension builds up ;
when one plate gets stuck as it's moving
down past the other into the mantle.

•^

^

>.

V

KEY

f.

:}: Earthquakes
) Plate margin

i8

Constructive margins — tension builds
along cracks within the plates as they
move away from each other.

y
^

9

Conservative margins — tension builds up when plates that are grinding past each other get styd<.
2)

The plates eventually jerk past each other, sending out shock_waves (vibrations).

Plates

These vibrations are the earthquake.
3)

The shock waves spread out from the focus — the point in the Earth
where the earthquake starts. Near the focus the waves are stronger

and cause more damage.

4) The epicentre is the point on the Earth's surface
straighLabove the focus..
5) Earthquakes are measured using the moment magnitude scale:

\

.-"

Epicentre

..-•• ..--

./ ./\

Shock
waves

i8!
Focus

The moment magnitude scale measures the amount of energy released
by an earthquake (called the magnitude).

The moment magnitude scale is logarithmic — so a magnitude 7
earthquake is ten times more powerful than a magnitude 6 earthquake.
Magr»tyde_6 and below earthquakes normally only cause slight damage
to buildings, although they can be worse in very built up areas.
^
=strttfa
Magnitude 7 and above earthquakes can cause major damage and deaths. Damage after the magnitude 7.8
:&..

earthquake in Nepal in 2015

Learn how and where volcanoes and earthquakes form
You'll never have to draw a map like those above, but you should have some idea of where tectonic hazards occur.
Unit 1A — Tectonic h-lazards
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Earthquakes — Effects and Responses
Earthquakes have a load of really serious effects, as well as being pretty exciting to learn about.
.'('a'S-tifc.5.

iquakes have Primary and Secondary
The primary effects of an earthquake are the immediate impacts of the ground shaking.
The secondary effects happen iater on, often as a result of the primary effects.
B Secondary Effects

Primary Effects
1) Buildings and bridges collapse,
and homes are destroyed.
2) People are injured or killed by
collapsed buildings and falling debris.
3) Roads, railways, ports and airports are

damaged.
4) Electricity cables, gas and water pipes

•-s.

Roads can buckle
and crack.

f.

f

;•

fi

(

Kill II 11\1 III

-"s are a series of enormous "^

D Earthauakes can trieeer ^ WWKWSed when hu3e am^ts =
Kelcan.,mS ^ ,.of,water.9etd'splac^e'g.lby"'
landslides and tsunamis =^ an^f earthquake
underrth7o^n1
ocean floor. .^
11
— these destroy more

'"""""""IIII'lTl'K'^'ll^

buildings and cause more injuries and deaths.

2) Leaking gas can be ignited, startmgiires.
3) People are left homeless and could die, e.g. from cold.
4) There's a shortage of clean water and a lack of proper

and communications networks are

damaged, cutting off supplies.

^\r^i ifi 1 ii i

sanitation — this makes it easier for di_seases to spread.

5) Due to blocked or destroyed roads, aid and emergency
vehicles can't get through, and trade is difficult.
6) Businesses are damaged or destroyed, causing
unemployment and lost_mcQme, and tourists can be .
putoff visiting the area. |
7) Repairs and reconstruction can be very expensive,
so can weaken a country's economy.

...Which Trigger Immediate and Long-Term Responses
Some effects of earthquakes have to be dealt with immediately to stop further loss of iife, injuries or
damage to property. Others are dealt with in the longer term:
Immediate Responses

Long-Term Responses

1) Rescue people trapped by collapsed
buildings, and treat injured people.
2) Recover dead bodies to prevent spread of disease.

1) Re-house people who lost their homes.
2) Repair or rebuild damaged buiidings,

3) Put out fires.

3) Reconnect broken electricity, water,
gas and communications connections.
4) If necessary, improve building
regulations so that buildings are mor(
resistant to damage from earthquakes.
5) Set up initiatives to help economic
recovery, e.g. by promoting tourism.

4) Set up temporary shelters for people whose homes
have been damaged or destroyed.
5) Provide temporary supplies of water, food, electricity,
gas and communications systems if regular supplies
have been damaged.

6) Foreign governments or charities may send
aid_workers, supplies, equipment or financial

roads, railways and bridges.

donations to the areas affected.

7) Tech companies may set up disaster response tools,
allowing damage to be recorded and people to confirm
their safety, e.g. Google Crisis Response™ service.

Primary effects are ones caused directly by the ground shaking
Secondary effects are the ones that happen later on. Earthquakes cause various nasty impacts and you should be
clear on which are primary and which are secondary. It's a good idea to learn a few of each for the exams.
Unit 1A— Tectonic Hazards
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Living With Tectonic Hazards
Pient^oLpeopie live in areas affected by tectonic hazards because, most of the time, the hazards keep pretty quiet...

Lots of People Live in Areas at Risk from Tectonic Hazards |
There are a fevv_reaso.ns_why people choose to i^e_dose to volcanoes or in areas vulnerable to earthquakes:
1) They've always lived there — moving_away may mean leaving friends and family.
2) They're employed in the area. If people move they would have to find new jobs.
3) They're confident of support from their government after an earthquake or
volcanic eruption, e.g. to help rebuild houses.
4) Some people think that seyere_earthqyakes or eruptions won't happen again, in the area.
5) The soi! around volcanoes is fertile because it's full of minerals from volcanic ash and lava.
This makes it good for growing crops, which attra£ts_farmers.
6) Volcanoes are tourist attractions — joads of tourists visit volcanoes

so lots of people iive.around volcanoes to work in the tourist industry.

lanagement can Reduce the Effects of Tectonic Hazard^
Management strategies can reduce the number of people killed, injured, made homdess or made unemployed.
Networks of seismometers and lasers monitor earth movements, and can be used in early
warning systems to give a small but vital amount of warning before a large earthquake occurs.
2) Scientists can monitor the tell-tale signs that come before a volcanic eruption.
Things such as tiny earthquakes, escaping gas, and changes in the shape of the volcano
(e.g. bulges in the land where magma has built up under it) all mean an eruption is likely.
D

1) Earthquakes cannot be reliably predicted, but by monitoring the movement of tectonic plates
scientists can forecast which areas should be prepared for one to occur.

2) Volcanic eruptions can be predicted if the volcano is well-monitored. Predicting when a volcano
is going to erupt gives people time to evacuate — this reduces the number of injuries and deaths.
1)
2)
3)

BylHlngs. can be designed to withstand earthquakes, e.g. by using materials like
reinfQrced_£orLcrete or building sp.eciajjoyridations that absorb an earthcjiiake^s_energy.
Existing buildings and bridges can be strengthened (e.g. by wrapping pillars in steel frames) so
they're lessjlkdy to collapse under the weight of failing ash or due to shaking from an earthquake.
Automatic, shut-off switches can be fitted that turn off gas and electricity supplies
to prevent fires if an earthquake is detected by a monitoring system.

D

2)
3)
4)

5)

EtEVlSlON^
TIP

Future developments can be planned to avoid the areas most at risk from tectonic hazards.
Emergency services can train and prepare for disasters, e.g. by practising rescuing people
from collapsed buildings or setting up shelters. This will reduce the number of people killed.
People can be educated so that they know what to do if an earthquake or eruption happens.
Governments can plan evacuation routes to get people out of dangerous areas quickly
and safely in case of an earthquake or volcanic eruption. This reduces the number
of people killed or injured by things like fires, pyroclastic flows or mudflows.
Emergency supplies like blankets, clean water and food can be stockpiled. If a natural
hazard is predicted the stockpiles can be moyed close to areas likely to be affected.

Predicting a volcanic eruption gives people time to evacuate
Make sure you know how monitoring, prediction, protection and planning can reduce the risks from
earthquakes and volcanoes. It's easy to get them muddled up, so try writing out a few points for each.

Unit 1A — Tectonic h-lazards
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Worked Exam Questions
Exam questions are the best way to practise what you've learnt. After all, they're exactly what you'll have to
do on the big day — so work through this worked example very carefully.
1

Study Figure 1, which shows the Earth's tectonic plates and the distribution of volcanoes.

1.1 Describe the global distribution of

Figure 1

volcanoes.

yo.'c.a.n.oe.s. ar.e.. mo.si:. .^9.l??.l??o.rljy. .f°.w.^.

^

a'9.n.9. .^.es.^^.??:.IX?. .t?J?l:.e. iT!?.r9ms'. .^.^

^.

•f

•u

V

Key

f.
^

•s

^i Volcanoes
Desti-iictive

•^.

they also occur at constructiye and

^

plate margin

co.nserYat:iye .p.\ci^e. .mcl.r9.1ns;.. .?ome .ar€.

)y^

y

Constructive

-<*

plate margin

l^J

alsp^ found .away^ from ^Jate ^ margin^ ^

0

Conservative

platemargin

e.c{. in Hawaii.

[2]
1.2 Outline one reason for this distribution.

yolcanoes are round at C9nstructive margins because as the plates pull apart, a gap .forms. between
^bem:. .^a.3ma.rls^. .'.1??:.9. .^.'.s. .3ap.'. ?n.^. .f.^.p.^. .^. .^.^. .s.l^.t^.^.'. f?r.'??!p.3 .y.?.'.c.^.r?.(?^'.
[2]
[Total 4 marks]

2

Figure 2 shows the effects of two tectonic hazards in different parts of the world.
Hazard A occurred in a low-income country and Hazard B in a high-income country.
Figure 2

2.1 Outline one possible reason why Hazard B
killed fewer people than Hazard A in the

Hazard A Hazard B

first 24 hours after the event.

Hazard B .occ.urred in. .^. |?i3h7incPme .c<::?L!n^ry'.
wb.lchwou!^ haye h?.^. .[r.?.re. mo.ney.ava1.'?^.^. .^.0
evacuate people .from the area; so fewer people

I

would have been killed as the hazard struck-

[2]

Number of deaths in
first 24 hours after

9084

208

19790

221

4 billion

16 billion

event

Number of deaths
in first 30 days after
event

Cost of rebuilding

(US S)

1

2.2 Explain why the number of deaths after the first 24 hours might have increased more
significantly in the area affected by Hazard A than Hazard B.

7.bere .may.n0^. .haye. '?een. mpney.}:o. reRa.lr .t'oa^.s. .a.n^. .^ran.sp.o.rt:. sys?:ems. .ln. ?:.'?e.area affec^e^. .^Y. .Uaza^. .'^*
because it has a. lower income than^^^^^^
difficult for aid and med}ca^ .care .^0 .reacb. .^.o.s.e. .affec^: JJL .may .a.'.so. .baye. .^a!<erl. .'on3er .^0. .reP.alr. .^ama3ec'
water and sewage systems after Haz^
[4]

IE
t

1

[Total 6 marks]
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Exam Questions
Figure 1

1 Figure 1 shows Yokohama, a city in Japan. Yokohama is close to
Mount Fuji, an active volcano, and is also prone to earthquakes.

1.1 Explain how buildings and other structures shown in Figure 1
might have been designed to reduce the effects of earthquakes or
volcanic eruptions in the area.
=-^s^w>
ardii

[4]

1.2 Outline one other way in which the effects of tectonic hazards in Yokohama could be reduced.

[2]
[Total 6 marks]

2

Study Figure 2, which shows some of the effects of a volcanic eruption in Montserrat in
1997, and Figure 3, which shows some of the eflfects of an earthquake in Nepal in 2015.
Figure 2

Figure 3

»»»
•^8'WC

3^3^
•?*tt^
:&>.-?'

s&Stfsav

^:--

2.1 Using Figure 2 or Figure 3 and your own knowledge, outline two primary effects of either

volcanic eruptions or earthquakes. Tick the circle of the hazard you have chosen.
Volcanic eruptions

Earthquakes

Effect 1:

Effect 2:
[Total 2 marks]
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Global Atmospheric Circulation
There's an overall nioyement of air between the equator and the fiojes that affects the Earth's climate.

Air Circulates between High and Low Pressure Belts as Sui
1) Winds are large scale movements of air caused by differences in air pressure.
2) Differences in air pressure are caused by differences in temperature between the equator and the poles.
Winds move FROM the areas of high pressure TO the areas of low pressure.
3) Winds are part of global atmospheric circulation loops (or cells). These loops have warm rising air
which creates a low pressure belt, and cool falling air which creates a high pressure belt.
4) There are three loops in each hemisphere, h-lere's how it all works:

1) At the equator the sun warms the Earth, HIGH ^ pressure
which transfers heat to the air above,

•^

^^

causing it to rise. This creates a low , 50°
pressure belt with rising air, £[oyds and rain.

I

\

<^j^_^ .-,^-^

2) As the air rises it cools and moves out
to 30° north and south of the equator.

^zz^

3) 30° north and south of the
equator the cool air sinks,
creating a high pressure

%,^^/,J.A/ ^L-^

and moves as surface winds either back '

to the equator or towards the poles:
Surface winds blowing towards the
equator are called trade_wm.ds.

.^

%-

r^N^—^-

belt with cloudless skies

4) The cool air reaches the ground surface ;

Pressure

^

Equator

and very low rainfall.

HIGH

30°

^^^-^-^
•vsawu r

60°

.LOW
Pressure
y

HIGH
Pressure

^*5*=

^

HIGH
Pressure

LOW
Pressure

They blow from the SE in the southern hemisphere
and from the NE in the northern hemisphere. At the equator,
these trade winds meet and are heated by the sun. This causes them to rise and form clouds.
Surface winds blowing towards the poles are called westerlies. They blow from the NW in
the southern hemisphere and from the SW in the northern hemisphere.

5) 60° north and south of the equator the warmer surface winds meet colder air from the j
poles. The warmer air is less dense than the cold air so it rises, creating low pressure.
6) Some of the air moves back towards the equator, and the rest moves towards the poles.
7) At the poles the cool air sinks, creating high pressure. The high j
pressure air is drawn back towards the equator as surface winds, i

QobaLatmospheric circulation causes areas to have some types of weather more often than others
— it affects the Earth's climate. For example, the UK has a lot of low pressure weather systems that
are blawnjn from the At[antlc_Qceari on westerly winds. These bring wet and windy weather.

Pressure belts and surface winds are determined by global circulation
Air moves in loops (called cells) from the equator to the poles and back. This gives us surface winds and creates
belts of high and low pressure that affect the climate — they're why deserts are so dry and rainforests are so wet.
Unit 1A — Weather Hazards
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Tropical Storms
Tropical storms are intense low pressure weather systems with heavy rain and strong winds that spiral around the
?ntre. They have a few different names (hurricanes, typhoons, and cyclones), but they're all the same thing.

? It

I Tropical Storms Develop over Warm WSer
Ti
3!

1) Tropical storms develop when the sea temperature is 27 °C or higher and when the wind shear
(the difference in windspeed) between higher and lower parts of the atmosphere is low.

<s
^>

^

"°«>

h

1
Tropic of Cancer

0-

r.

(23.5° north)

to

^

°&

fa
•r

&

^

^ ^s

Equator

\ ^ ^:
^^.

^_:
T
Tropic of
Capricorn
(23.5° south)

Pacific

.£;.

^ ^
path of tropical storm
sea surface temperature 27 °C or higher

2) Warm, moist air rises and condensation occurs. This releases huge
amounts of energy, which makes the storms powerful. The risins

air creates an area of low_pressyre, which increases surface winds.
3) Tropical storms move towards the west
because of the easterly winds near the equator.
4) The Earth's rotation deflects the paths of the
winds, which causes the storms to spin.
5) The storm gets stronger due to energy from the warm water, so wind

speeds increase. They lose strength when they move over land or
cooler water because the energy supply from the warm water is cut off.

1

6) Most tropical storms occur between 5° and 30° north and south of the
equator — any further from the equator and the water isn't warm enough.
The majority of storms occur in the northern hemisphere (especially over
the Pacific), in late summer and autumn, when sea temperatures are highest.

2
1

.„>.•)

p
~EXR^
TIP

Tropical storms form at low latitudes — between 5° and 30° N & S

c

Since even the top scientists haven't worked it out yet, you don't need to know exactly how
tropical storms form, but you might be asked to outline the main steps in their formation in the exam.

th
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Tropical Storms

\ ••••'; s'y

Tropical storms have a distinctive shape and structure. This makes them quite easy to spot on sateiiitejmages...

"Learn the Features and Structure of a Tropical Storm
Tropical storms are circular in shape, hundreds of kilometres wide
and usually last 7-14 days. They spin anticlockwise in the northern
hemisphere, and clockwise in the southern hemisphere.

-iT

.w^

^^^

The centre of the storm is called the eye — it's up

.^

to 50 km across and is caused by descending air.
There's very low pressure, light winds, no clouds,
nojaln and a high temperature in the eye.

Circular

M.'

-*;

•*^

shape
„/•

^

> ••' 1

^ ~ '• 0

From the side:

300km

<•

^

2^

^

>

Descending

i
6» ^'"t' ''•

air

£3.

Eye

^^^ •
Anticlockwise ^

/

r^
/-

spin |

Rising

Eyewall
s

c^

air
-^

Towards the edges of the storm

/
West

/

<

the wind speed falls, the clouds
Storm movement

become smaller and more scattered,
the ram becomes less intense and

East

the temperature increases.

7
The eye is surrounded by the eyewall, where
there's spiralling rising air, very strong_winds
(around 160 km per hour), storm clouds,
torrentiaLram and a low temperature.

L .i^^i

I Climate Change May Affect Tropical Storms
1) Globa! temperatures are expected to use as a result of climate change.
This means that more of the world's oceans could be above 27 °C,

so more places in the world may experience tropical storms.
2) Oceans will stay at 27 °C or higher for more of the year —
so the number of tropical storms each year could Kicrease.
3) Higher temperatures also mean tropical storms will be
meaning they could cause more damage.

^

»a.

*%

Rising temperatures mean warmer oceans, which might mean more storms

1

Climate change could mean that tropical storms occur over a larger area, and their strength and frequency may
increase too. You should learn the features and structure of a tropical storm, so you won't be fazed by anything
the examiners throw at you. Try testing yourself by sketching out the diagram above — remember the labels.
Unit 1 A —Weather Hazards
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Tropical Storms — Effects and Responses

il

When tropical storms hit land, they can have serious effects on people and the environment.
|»»-,,^^@SS|g;.»St''^-^*-: •' ,^—.^~^ n'^'w

»ical Storms have Primary and Secondary EfFects.»Al
^"/"'"""niiiiii^

Tt

The primary effects of a tropical storm are the immediate impacts of strong winds, high ^ risesr rises
^ ss^91ee5vealrLu^
in sea level caused ^^
rainfall and storm surges. The secondary effects are the effects that happen later on.

^ by the low pressure and ^
^^ high winds of a storm. ;

Primary Effects

'"'"I" I'lllll 11111'
l<i

1) Buildings and bridges
are destroyed.

\7

2) Rivers and coastal
areas flood.

2 Secondary Effects

1) People are left homeless, which can

•^

-?;

»~

3) People drown, or
they're injured or
killed by debris that's

cause distress, poverty and ill health
or death due to lack of shelter.

„

^•^

2) There's a shortage of clean water and
a lack of proper sanitation — this

"^

makes it easier for diseases to spread.

blown around.

3) Roads are blocked or destroyed

4) Roads, railways, ports and airports are damaged.
5) Electricity cables are damaged, cutting off supplies.
6) Sewage overflows due to flooding.
The sewage often contaminates water supplies.

so aid and emergency vehicles can't
eet through.

The more settlements built and businesses set up in an area, the
greater the effect because there are more people and properties
to be affected by a tropical storm.

4) Businesses are damaged or destroyed,
causing unemployment.
s
5) There can be shortages of food if
crops are damaged, livestock are
killed or sy^piyjines are blocked.

.Which Trigger Immediate and Long-Term ResponNf
Immediate responses happen when a storm is forecast to hit a
populated area, while it is happening, and immediately afterwards.
Long-term responses are to do with restoring the area to the condition it
was before the storm struck, and reducing the impact of future storms.
Immediate Responses
1) Evacuate people before the storm arrives.
2) Rescue people who have been cut off by
fbodmg and treat injured people.
3) Set up temporary shelters for people whose
homes have been flooded or damaged.

4) Provide temporary supplies of water, food,
electricity, gas and communications systems
if regular supplies have been damaged.
5) Recover any dead bodies to prevent the
iread of disease.

6) Foreign governments or NGOs may send
aid workers, supplies, equipment or
financial donations to the area.

7) Tech companies may set up disaste[_res^onse
tools, allowing damage to be recorded,
people to confirm their safety and alerts about
areas at risk from the storm to be shared.

Unit 1A — Weather Hazards

Long-Term Responses
1) Repair homes or rehouse people who have
been displaced due to damaged buildines.

Repair or replace damaged infrastructure.
3) Repair and improve flood defence systems,
e.g. levees and flood gates.
4) Improve forecasting techniques to give people
2)

more warning in the future.

5) Provide aid, grants or subsidies to residents to

repair and strengthen homes.
6) Promote economic recovery in the area and

encourage people to return to the area,
e.g. with tax breaks or other incentives.

7) Improve building regulations so more buildings
withstand hurricanes, or change planning rules
so homes can't be built in the most risky areas.

The

u

UK Weather Hazards
Weather hazards are quite common in the UK — and it's not just about rain, either...

The UK Experiences Lots of Different Weather Hazards
Wind
D Too much rain in too short a time can

cause flooding, which can damage
and j3Qssessions, disrupt transport
networks and cause death by drownmg.
2) It can also force business^ to close,

and recovering from flooding can cost
millions of pounds.
Snow and Ice
1) Snow and ice can cause jnjuries due to

slipping and deaths due to the cold.
2) Schools and businesses can be forced to shut,

and major disruption to road, rail and ajr travel
can occur causing economic impacts.

3) Cold snaps can damage crops and other plants.

1) Strong winds (gales) can damage properties and
cause disruption to transport.

2) Uprooted trees and debris can injure or kill people.
3) Forests can be damaged when trees are blown over.
4) Winds are strongest in coastal areas of the UK,
particularly the wesLcoast, and in upland areas.
Thunderstorms

1) Heavy rain, lightning and strong

I

winds occur in thunderstorms.

2) They are most common in summer in
the south and east of the UK.

3) Lightning can occasionally cause
death and can cause fires that

damage property or the environment.

Hailstorms

Hailstorms make driving very dangerous and
can damage property and destro^crops.

Heat Waves

1) Sometimes the UK can have long periods
of hot weather. This can cause deaths

Drought
1

Drought is a lack of precipitation
(i.e. not enough rain or snow).
2) Water supplies can run low during a drought,
causing economic impacts such as crop

from heat exhaustion or breathing
difficulties as pollution builds up in the air.
2) Disruption to transport from rails buckling

.

or roads meltine can cause economic

impacts — but the tourism industry may
benefit from the better weather.

failures. Rules to conserve water (like

banning hosepipe use) have to be introduced.

Weather in the UK is Becoming More Extrem<
1) Temperatures have become more extreme in recent years — December 2010 was the coldest
for over 100 years, with severe snow and ice causing several deaths, and school and
«»
road closures. But just four months later, April 2011 was the warmest April on record.
A

1
ISS-S^

2) It's raining more — more rainfall records have been broken in 2010-2014 than in

any decade on record, even after only half a decade. 2013 was one of the
wettest years on record, and December 2015 was the wettest month ever recorded.
3) Major flooding occurs often — e.g. there was major flooding caused by storms and high
rainfall in the Somerset Levels during the winter of 201 3-2014, in west Wales
in 2012, in Cumbria in 2005, 2009 and 2015-2016 (along with large parts of
northern England and parts of Scotland).

The UK has lots of different weather hazards
The weather hazards affecting the UK might not seem as bad as volcanoes, earthquakes or hurricanes.
But the effects on people can still be pretty severe — and there's some evidence that weather is getting worse.
Unit 1A — Weather hlazards
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Extreme UK Weather

(Ex^pte)

On the whole, UK weather isn't that extreme, but it has its moments. You need to know an example of an
extreme weather event and how management strategies reduced the risk from it.

lovember 2010 and December 2010 were Extremely^
When: 25J^ovember 2010 to 26 December 20-10
What: A long period of heavy snow and very cold weather across the UK.

.^

Why: Cold air from northern Europe and Siberia caused two long
)eriods of very cold weather with a brief thaw in between.
r.

\

»

?

Social Impacts
;

I

)eyeLa! people died from hypothermia or accidents
due to losing control on icy roads.
Lots of water pipes froze in the cold weather and burst. When they
thawed, the pipes started to leak. 40 000 homes and businesses across

':

I

^

Northern Ireland were left without water, in some cases for over a week.
•

Schools closed on several occasions, including 7000 schools on
2 December, meaning that many parents had to take time off work
(if they could get there) to look after their children.

Snow covered much of the
UK on 8 December 2010.

Economic Impacts
Transport networks were severely disrupted.

Some motorways were shut, e.g. part of the
M8 was closed for two days. Some drivers

Roads were

were traeeed in their cars for over 15 hours.
Trains and flights were also cancelled.

•

As a result some people were unable to get
to work, affecting the UK'S economy.
The run up to Christmas is a busy time for
shops. In 2010 their sales were down as
shoppers were {XiLoff by the weather.
The overall economic impact of the cold
period was around £1.6 billion — enough
to reduce the UK'S GDP by about 0.5%.

badly affected.

Environmental Impacts
inow covered almost all of the UK on several

•

occasions — to a depth of over 50 cm in some
hilly locations.
The frost damaged.apps, especially sugar beet.
Use of gas and electricity was more than double
a normal December, increasing CO emissions.

Manaeement Strategies can Reduce the Risk from Weather Hazardll
The 2010 cold snap was bad, but it could have been worse if there weren't strategies to reduce the risk:
i

1) PREDICTION — warning systems gave people time to prepare for extreme weather.
For example, the Met Office first warned about the cold weather at the start of November.
2) PROTECTION — individuals and local authorities prepared for extreme weather before it happened.
For example, councils stocked up on gritters and salt supplies to keep roads safe and open in cold weather—
although there were some shortages as the cold spell went on.

3) PLANNING — emergency services and local councils planned how to deal with extreme weather events in
advance, e.g. they made plans to close schools when it would be too dangerous for people to get there.

flREVISlON^
TIP

Cold weather caused problems in November and December 2010
Seriously cold weather causes serious disruption, and so do other weather hazards. You may have
studied a different example in class — whichever example you learn, make sure you know the causes
and impacts, as well as strategies to reduce the risk of that particular extreme weather event in the UK.
Unit 1A —Weather Hazards
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Worked Exam Questions
These exam questions are just like the type you'll get in the exam — except they've got the answers
written in for you already. Have a look to see the sorts of things you should be writing.
I?

1

Study Figure 1, a photograph ofSlidell, Louisiana after Hurricane Katrina in 2005.
Figure 1

1.1 Give two primary effects of the tropical storm
shown in Figure 1.

|F.

Effect 1:.. .?.L<.IJ.^in.3s.were Aes^ro.y.e^.:
Effect 2:.. ^~.oa^s. we.re .£'.ama3e.4,
's. -*;^.- ^

1.2 Outline two immediate responses that could
help reduce the effects of an event

I

such as that shown in Figure 1.

I

Response 1:

Evacuate people before the storm arriyes
)onse 2: .^escue. P.eo.P.'e. V^.b.P. .b.^Y?. .'?.^?.t?. .<?.Li1:. .?ff. .'?^ .f.9.9.^.1P3-.
[2]
1.3 Outline two long-term responses that could help reduce the
effects of an event such as that shown in Figure 1.

i:.. .'^e!?alr .!'1.0mes .?.r .re.h.ou.s.e. j?eop.'e. yy.b0. .haye. .'?.een. .^.ls^>.'ac.ec'. .?!ue. .^0. .^.a.ma3ec'. .^.u.l'i;!t.n.9.s.-.
inse 2:.. ^•eP.cl}r..?r}A .'.l??P.C?y?. .f.9.9^. .^?.^H?.^. ?y??:ems.'. .e.3; ?.Y?.^?. .?.t?.^. fl??.^.9.^?:
[Total 6 marks]

I
[

2 Study Figure 2, a graph showing global temperature change between 1960 and 2015.
Figure 2

2.1 Suggest how the distribution of tropical
storms could change in the future if the
trend in temperature change shown in
Figure 2 continues.

.Tr.op.l(::.aj. s.torms. on[y. .f?rm .l.n .a.reas .wh.ere. .^.'1.e.
sea temperature is 27 °C or higher.
The ^raph shows an averaQe^jobal
.^e.mJ?.e.ra.t-u.re..l.n.cr.ea.se..o^P^..O?..OY.e.r..^.(?.Jfe.a.rs-.

§G-

!^0^
sl

I (0-°1
jhj
1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010 2020
Year

.Tbis. .nn.ajf. haye. ca.u.se.^.ocean .^emp.era^ures. .^0 j.ncr.ease:.. ^
.^!l[.^..^ZO.^.pf..^r^.?r:..1^!?..^?.^.?.b.e..?.cf.^..?ff?.9j:.e^..b'.trpRlca L?^^^^
areas at hijgher latitudes affected
[Total 4 marks]
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Exam Questions

Study Figure 1, a photograph of a weather hazard experienced in the UK.

1.1 Outline two possible effects of the weather hazard
shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1

a

Effect 1:.
•*

Effect!:.

[2]
1.2 Suggest two possible effects of heat waves in the UK.
Effect 1:.
Effect!:.

[2]
[Total 4 marks]

2 Study Figure 2, a forecast map showing the predicted path
of a hurricane over Cuba, approaching Miami, Florida.

2.1 Explain how this prediction could help to

Figure 2
^
Miami

reduce the effects of the storm in Miami.

'((
V;

Cuba

[2]
2.2 Using an example of a tropical storm that you have studied, discuss how immediate and long-term
responses helped to reduce its effects.

^

<1

:r

ll

[6]
[Total 8 mark]
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Climate Change — The Evidence
We British like to talk about the weather, so global climate change should give us plenty to go on...
The Earth is Getting Warmer_
Climate change is any significant change in the Earth's climate over a long period.
The climate constantly changes, it always has, and it always will.

II sl

•n""11"""".".".1:,*!^

1) The Quaternary period is the most recent geological time period,
spanning from about 2.6 million years ago to the present day.

= The Q.uaternary period includes ^

the whole of human history.^ ^

If

^II^Tl'l"!"""""11""1"1""''

i

2) In the period before the Quaternary,
Temperature change in the Antarctic

the Earth's climate was \A/armer and

quite stable. Then things changed a lot.

over the last 400 OOP years

6-1

i g

11-

11

3) During the Quaternary, global
temperature has shifted between
cold glacial periods that last
for around 100 000 years, and
warmer interglaciai periods that
last for around 10 000 years.

interglacials
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4) The last glacial period ended
around 1 5 000 years ago. Since
then the climate has been warming.

the last 150 years

14.4 -}

^

&0

n
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5) Global warming is the term

Q.

^E

used to describe the sharp :

13.2

rise in global temperatures ;
over the last century. It's a \
type of dlmate_change. ',

I

1890

1930

1970

2010

Year
I

Temperature has increased rapidly over the last 100 years
These graphs may look complicated, but the main thing to remember is that during the Quaternary period the
climate repeatedly went from warm to cold, and then back to warm again. And now it's getting rapidly warmer.

i-.

I
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Climate Change — The Evidence

There's information stored in thick ice sheets, deep layers of sediment and in tree rings that scientists can use
to find out what the Earth's climate was like thousands of years ago.

Evidence for Climate Change Comes from Many Sourc^^J
Scientists can wQrk_oyt how the climate has changed over time using a range of methods. For example:
Ice and Sediment Cores

1) Ice sheets are made up of layers of ice — one layer is formed each year.
2) Scientists drill into ice sheets to get long cores of ice.
3) By analysing the gases trapped in the layers of ice, they can tell what the temperature was each year.
4) One ice core from Antarctica shows the temperature changes over the last 400 OOP years
(see graph on previous page).
5) The remains of organisms found in cores taken from ocean sediments can also be analysed.
These can extend the temperature record back at least 5 million years.

SS.fS'.X'SS'

Temperature Records
1) Since the 1 850s global temperatures
have been measured accurately using
thermometers. This gives a reliable but
short-term record of temperature change.
2) Historical records (e.g. harvest dates,
newspaper weather reports) can extend the
record of climate change a bit further back.

*- ',

f^~ - .^.»-- -

-;

^.jr-S—^l-^g—y
I

I

se^c^i

II?!

Pollen Analysis

1) Pollen from plants gets preserved in sediment, e.g. at the bottom of lakes or in peat bogs.
2) Scientists can identify and date the preserved pollen to show which species were living at that time.
3) Scientists know the conditions that plants live in now, so preserved pollen from similar plants
I

shows that climate conditions were similar.

j

Tree Rings
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shows what the climate was like.
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As a tree grows it forms a new ring each year
the tree rings are thicker in warm, wet conditions.
Scientists take cores and count the rings to find
the age of a tree. Ths thickness of each ring

^

3) Tree rings are a reliable source of evidence of

climate change for the past 10 OOP years.

Learn the evidence for climate change
There were no thermometers 2.6 million years ago but scientists can reconstruct climates using these clever
methods. Climate change is a hot topic, so make sure you learn this stuff inside out before your exam.
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Climate Change — Causes
Climate change goes back long before humans roamed this Earth. Some natural factors cause climate change,
but in the last 1 50 years or so human activities have begun to change the climate too.

[^ome Natural Factors are Possible Causes of Climat|^Cha|g<&"m-;
1 Orbital Changes

1) The way the Earth moves round the Sun changes. For example, the path of
the Earth's orbjl around the Sun changes from an almost perfect circle to an

eflipse (an oval) and back again about every 96 000 years.
2) These changes affect the amount of soiaj_r.adiation (how much energy

elliptical

circular ;

orbit;

orbit
Sun
Y^-/'

the Earth receives. If the Earth receives more energy, it gets warmer.
3) Orbital changes may have caused the glaaa! and jnterglacial cycies of the Quaternary period.

J^ Solar Output

Volcanic Activity

1) Major volcanic eruptions eject large quantities
of material into the atmosphere.
2) Some of these particles reflect the Sun's rays
back out to space, so the Earth's surface cools.
3) Volcanoes also release CO, (a greenhouse gas —
see below) but not enough to cause waniiing.
4) Volcanic activity may cause short-term changes
in climate, e.g. the cooling that followed the
eruption of Mount Pinatubo in 1 991.

...and so are Human Activities

1) The Sun's output of energy isn't

constant — it changes in short cycles
of about 11 years, and possibly also in
longer c\'cies of several hundred years.
2) Periods when solar output is reduc<
may cause the Earth's climate to
become cooler in some areas.

3) Most scientists think that changes
in solar output don't have a major
on global climate change.

»-'nl

1) The rate of the recent rise in global temperature (global warming) is unheard of.
2) There's a scientific consensus (general agreement) that human activities
are causing global warming by making the greenhouse effect stronger.

3) The greenhouse effect is where greenhouse gases, such as carbon dioxide (CO^)

and methane, absorb outgoing heat, so less is lost to space.
It's essential for keeping the planet warm.
4) Too much greenhouse gas in the atmosphere means
toojnych energy is trapped and the planet warms up.
5) Humans are increasing the concentration
of greenhouse gases by:

Cement Production

.ement is made from limestone, which

contains carbon. When cement is produced,

lots of CO^ is released into the atmosphere.

Burning Fossil Fuels

CQ^ is released into the atmosphere when fossil
fyejs like coal, oil, natural gas and petrol are burnt,
e.g. in thermal power stations or in cars.
Farming

1) Farming of livestock produces a lot
of methane — cows love to fart...

2) Rice paddies contribute to global warming,
because flooded fieids emit methane.

EVISIO
TIP

Deforestation

1) Plants remove CO^ from the
atmosphere and convert it into
organic matter using photosynthesis.
2) When trees and plants are chopped
down, they stop taking in CO^.
3) CO^ is also released into the
atmosphere when trees are burnt as
fuel or to make way for agriculture.

Global warming is caused by a stronger greenhouse effect
You may have to explain the causes of climate change in your exam — try writing an explanation
(in your own words) of how natural factors and human activities can cause global temperature change.

Unit 1A — Climate Change
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Effects of Climate Change
Whether it's human or natural factors to blame, scientists are jarettvsLiie climate change is having an impact...

Climate Change Affects the Environmeriil
Temperatures are expected to rise by 0.3-4.8 °C between 2005 and 2100.
This is already causing some major effects on the environment, and will continue to do so:
Environmental Effects

1) Warmer temperatures are causing glaciers to shrink and ice sheets like Greenland to melt.
The melting of ice on land, especially from the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets, means
that water stored on land as ice returns to the oceans. This causes sea level rise.

2) Seajce is also shrinking, leading to the loss of polar habitats.
3) Rising sea levels means iow_lylng and coastal areas, like the Maldives, will be flooded more
regularly. Coastal erosion will increase with sea level rise and some coastal areas will be
submerged, so habitats will be lost.

4) Other species are declining due to warming, e.g. some coral reefs are suffering from

I

bleaching due to increasing sea water temperatures.
5) Precipitation patterns are c.haaging — warming is affecting howjnydLrain areas get.
6) The distribution and quantity of some species could change and biodiversity could decrease:

Some species are now found in higher latitudes due to warming temperatures.
,ii i 111 iiiiii'i inir/^
Some habitats are being damaged or destroyed due to climate change
^" "High-latitude" means ;:
far from the equator, ^
— species that are specially adapted to these areas may become extinct.
-^ both north and south. ^
"//i 1111 ni ii nni ill

Is''

.and it Affects People Too

s-

Rising temperatures and climate change don't only affect the environment — there are impacts on people too.
Effects on People

1) In some places deaths due to heat have increased — but deaths due to cold have decreased.
2) Some areas could become so hot and dry that they're difficult or impossible to inhabit.
Low-lying coastal areas could be lost to the sea or flood so often that they also become
impossible to inhabit. This could lead to migration and overcrowding in other areas.
3) Some areas are struggling to supply enough water for their residents due to
problems with water availability caused by changing rainfall patterns.
This can lead to political tensions, especially where rivers cross borders.
4) Climate change is affecting farming in different ways around the world:
Globally, some crops have suffered from climate change (e.g. maize crops have got small
due to warming in recent years).

I

But some farmers in high-latitude countries are finding that crops benefit from warmer
conditions.

5) Lower crop yields could increase malnutrition, ill health and death from starvation,
particularly in lower latitudes.

6) Climate change means the weather is getting more extreme. This means more money has to be
spent on predicting extreme weather events, reducing their impacts and rebuilding after them.

Kising temperatures are affecting rainfall patterns and causing ice sheets to melt
Scientists still don't know what the exact impacts of climate change will be, but some effects are already

being seen. Make sure you know how climate change could affect both people and the environment.

Unit 1 A — Climate Change

Managing Climate Change
You've just seen the effects of climate change — some of them are pretty worrying. People have come up with a

variety of ways of coping, though, and you need to know about them.

Rl

|ipn Strategies aim to Reduce the Causes of climate Change
Various strategies aim to reduce the causes of
climate change, by reducing the concentration
of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere:
Carbon Capture
1) Carbon Capture and Storage fCCS) is
a new technology designed to reduce
climate change by reducing emissions
from fossil fuel burning power stations.
2) CCS involves capturing CO and
transporting it to places where it can be
stored safely, e.g. deep underground.

Planting Trees

Planting trees iiicreases the amount of carbon dioxide that
is absorbed from the atmosphere through photosynthesis.
Alternative Energy Production
1) Replacing fossil fuels with nuclear power and
renewable energy can help reduce climate change by
reducing greenhouse gas emissions from power stations.
2) In the UK, more offshore wind farms are being built,
several .wave and tidal power projects are planned,

and new nuclear power plants are also being planned.

International Agreements

1) From 1997, mosLcoLmlries in the world agreed to monitor and cut greenhouse^gas
emissions by signing an international agreement called the KyQtoJ'rotocc,)!.
2) Each country was set a target, e.g. the UK agreed to reduce emissions by 12.5% by
2012. The UK met the target, actually reducing emissions by an average of 22%.
3) The £U has now agreed to cut emissions by .20% from their 1990 levels by 2020.

laptation Means Responding to Changes Caused by Climate Chat
Here are some of the ways that people are adjusting to the effects of climate change:
Changing Agricultural Systems

Changing rainfali patterns and higher temperatures will affect the productivity of existing systems.
1) It may be necessary to plant new crop types that are more suitable to the new climate I
I
conditions in an area, e.g. soya, peaches and grapes may be grown in southern England.
2) In some regions, biotechnology is being used to create new' crop varieties which are more
resistant to extreme weather events, e.g. drought resistant millet is being grown in Kenya.

^a

-•;

Managing Water Supply

Coping with Rising Sea Levels

Dr>_areas are predicted to get drier, leading
to more water shortages — so people need
to use water resources more efficiently.

Sea levels are predicted to rise by up to 82 cm by 2100,

1) Water meters can be installed in

people's homes to discourage them
from using a lot of water.
2) Rainwater can be collected and wa.ste
water can be recycled to make more
water available.

"£X&^
TIP

which would flood many islands and coas.taLareas.
t

1) Physical defences such as flood barriers are being
built and better flood warning systems are being
put in place. E.g. the Thames Barrier in London can
be closed to prevent sea water flooding the city.
2) In areas that can't afford expensive flood defences,
e.g. Bangladesh, people are building their houses
on top of earth embankments and building raised
flood shelters to use in emergencies.

It's possible to reduce the causes and effects of climate change
Make sure you get the difference between mitigation and adaptation — don't let the examiners catch
you out. Mitigation means reducing the risk, and adaptation means adjusting to extreme events.

Unit 1A — Climate Change
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Worked Exam Questions
Working through exam questions is a great way of testing what you've learned and practising for the exam.
This worked example will give you an idea of the kind of answers examiners are looking for.
1 Study Figure 1, which shows data on sea level rise between 1900 and 2100.
1.1 What is the average predicted rise in sea level

Figure 1

between 2050 and 2100?
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1.2 Suggest one way in which the rise in sea level
might affect the environment.
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Year
Key
— Recorded rise in sea level - - Max. predicted rise

— Average predicted rise -- Min. predicted rise

1.3 Apart from sea level rise, outline two possible enviromnental effects of climate change.

Effect i:...yya.rfner..^.^£erature.s.maj..cause.3ta.aer.s..^o..s.b.r^
.'ea^.ln.3.!:.O.JL.b.e.!oss.of.poJa!'..ba!3'^?.^s;,

2 . .^?.T1.?. ^P.^c.'.^. .^'?.a.^ .?.^. .^.?.?.^. .^?. .R?.t^l^!?C. .c.'.'.'???t'^. .T?Y. .^F.'.1.1??. .'.^.t!1.?/. ^.?.'?.^. .^?^. J'.?.
J:.tl.e. F.t'.^.1? 3'. ^.9. .^.! !T1.?.^;
[2]
[Total 4 marks]

2

Smdy Figure 2, a photograph showing an adaptation to rising sea levels.
Figure 2

2.1 Explain how the response shown in Figure 2 may
help people to cope with rising sea levels.
.?.^.1.'.^.T!9. h.?.^?.^. ?P. .^.'.'J?. .T1.^!??. .t'?.a.^ .P.eoR'.e.':?'?.

.<:?.1?.^1.1?.^ .^.9. .'.'y.^..'!?. ?r.^?.^ ?.'??t:. .a.re. f!oo^e<:{. !3y. .n.si n.9
sea levels This means that people can ^ remain^ safe ^

1--L

.^n^.. ^. ?. p. ?. .'.9s?. ^ ir. .^.9 !T1 es.or. J?.os.s.e.s.sl.o.n.s'.

fS»
-S3

° •«.

2.2 Describe one other way that people could adapt to rising sea levels.

.?hy.^^?[.^.^e.c'.^.?.^h..?.?.J!f)?.^..^ci?.r.s.c.ou'61..^e.^ultt.to.coj?e^
[1]
[Total 3 marks]
^•^"E'"'';4?^''',;1^'1,.^'7';-''^'''"'71)'^'1'1'?

•;.'<i--i'y^'-^"'' ''^'^'^^•.^y^1?^'--^"^?'^;'^^^'^''' • l.,'.;":/'.'^i;^"'w^i™'''';v^!?'?R<[;r
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Exam Questions
1

Study Figure 1, which shows global temperature between 1860 and 2000.

1.1 How much did global temperature
rise by between 1860 and 2000?
'c
[1]

Figure 1
14.8-

0,

1.2 Describe the change in average
global temperature shown by
the graph.
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[2]
[Total 3 marlis]

2

Study Figure 2, a graph showing temperature changes during the Quaternary period.
Figure 2

2.1 The temperature changes shown in Figure 2
were worked out from ice core records.

G

Explain how ice cores provide evidence

e ^

for past climate change.
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[2]
2.2 Explain two possible causes of the changes in

6-i

Temperature change in the Aatarctic
over the last 400 000 years

2-1
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Thousands of years ago

temperature between 400 000 and 100 000 years ago shown in Figure 2.
Cause 1:

Cause 2:

[4]
[Total 6 marks]
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Revision Summary

That wraps up UmUA — time to put yourself to the test and find out how much you really know.
Try these questions and tick off each one when you get it right.

When you've done all the questions for a topic and are completely happy with it, tick off the topic.
Natural Hazards (p.2)
1) What is a natural hazard?
2) Give three factors affecting hazard risk.

Tectonic Plates (p.3-4) Q
3) Name the type of plate margin where two plates are moving towards each other.

4) Name the type of plate margin where two plates are moving sideways against each other.
5) Why do volcanoes form at destructive plate margins?
6) At which types of plate margins can earthquakes occur?

D
D

D

Effects of Tectonic Hazards (p.5-8)
7) Give two secondary effects of a volcanic eruption.
8) a) Give an example of an earthquake in a wealthier part of the world.
b) Describe two effects of the earthquake and two responses to it.
9) a) Give an example of an earthquake in a less wealthy part of the world.
b) Describe two responses to the earthquake.
10) Why do people live in areas prone to tectonic hazards?
11) Name the four management strategies that can be used to reduce the effects of tectonic hazards.

D

D

a

Global Atmospheric Circulation and Tropical Storms (p.11-15) [~|
12) How does global atmospheric circulation lead to high and low pressure belts?
13) Describe the distribution of tropical storms.
14) What conditions are required for a tropical storm to develop?
15) In what direction does a tropical storm move? Which way does it rotate?
16) What can cause a tropical storm to lose strength?
17) Describe two characteristics of the eye of a tropical storm.
18) True or false: there are likely to be more tropical storms each year if climate becomes warmer.
19) Describe four secondary effects of tropical storms.
20) Give two immediate and two long-term responses to tropical storms.

D

D
D
D
D
D

Extreme Weather in the UK (p.16-17) [
21) List the types of extreme weather that can be experienced in the UK.
22) Give one piece of evidence for the weather becoming more extreme in the UK.
23) a) Give an example of one extreme UK weather event and explain what caused it.
b) Describe the social, economic and environmental impacts of the extreme weather event.

Climate Change (p.20-24) Q

a
D

24) What is the Quaternary period?

25) Give four sources of evidence for climate change over the Quaternary period.
26) True or false: the Sun's output remains the same all the time.
27) What is the greenhouse effect?

D

How can human activities increase the concentration of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere?

29) Give one possible effect of climate change on people.
30) How might alternative energy production reduce the causes of climate change?

D

; II
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